WORKSHOPS

The Buddha Is in the Classroom
Andrea Furness

Buddhist Fundamentalism?
Asoka Bandarage

Teaching Dharma through English Songs
Bhikkhuni Lieu Phap

The Six Perfections of Learning English
Christie Chang

Buddhist Songs for Relaxation and Sharing Dhamma
Clesia Margaretha

Korean Lotus Lantern
Cynthia Hui

Lightening Mind and Body: Practicing Javanese Classical Dance
Dewi Cahya Ambarwati

Art and Meditation
Dharmacharini Anagarika Kiranada
Buddhist Social Action for Animals in Sikkim
_Diki Palmu_

Western Buddhist Practitioners Contributing to the Gender Debate in Buddhism
_Elizabeth Swanepoel_

Mindful Chinese Calligraphy
_Esther Liu_

Art ZenVisual: Meditation with Art
_Eva Yuen_

Martial Arts: Moving Meditation – Really?
_George Chaplin_

Korean Templestay
_Hyeyeon Sunim_

The Spirit of Precepts in Korean Buddhism
_Hyoseok Sunim & Nuns of Bongnyongsas_

Sumundo: A Seon Martial Art
_Jawoo Sunim_

Metta (Loving Kindness) & Sati (Introspection) Meditation
_Jayantā (Shirley Johannesen)_

Relax the Body, Calm the Mind: Mindfulness Yoga
_Jayantā (Shirley Johannesen)_

Turquoise and Jade: A Proposal for Cultural Exchange
_Jin Ho Shi & Sophie Muir_
Applied Loving-kindness Meditation for Schoolchildren
Joticandā Hang Ho

Creating Buddhist Picture Books
Juyarn Tsai

Compassionate Listening
Karma Lekshe Tsomo

Wisdom & Insight: Crosscultural Perspectives
Karma Lekshe Tsomo & Malia Dominica Wong

Gentle Yoga: Mindful Movement for Stress Reduction and Physical Well-being
Kathy Uno

“Empty Hand, Empty Brush,” A Contemplative Immersion into Brush Painting Integrated with Qi-Gong
Kichung Lee Lizee

Buddhism and Healing: Contemporary Experiences and Reflections
Kin Cheung

Bringing a Sutra Into the World: Shakyō as a Devotional Practice
Konin Cardenas

Dancing the Lokeshvara (Quan Yin/Avalokiteshvara) Sloka
LiAnne Takeuchi Hunt

Refuge Prayer and Dance
LiAnne Takeuchi Hunt

Sodasya Lasa: The Sixteen Offering Goddesses
LiAnne Takeuchi Hunt
Hatha Yoga
Lyudmila Kasanova

Buddhism, Ethics, and Values in Education
Meenakshi Thapan

Green Tara and Her 21 Emanations
Rachael Wooten

Dharma Rap
Rotraut (Jampa) Wurst

Find Your Path: Buddhist Women and Science Fiction
Rotraut (Jampa) Wurst, Diana Ingalls-Farrell, and Hsiao-Lan Hu

LGBTQQI
Rotraut (Jampa) Wurst

Sakyadhita’s Herstory: A Puppet Theatre
Rotraut (Jampa) Wurst, Ranjani de Silva, and Phan Thuan Quoc

A Workshop on Guqin & Healing
Ruoke Liu & Sirei Li

Chaos, Creativity, Spirituality, and Gender
Ruth Richards and Ting Chuk Lai

Chaos Theory as Buddhadharma
Ruth Richards and Ting Chuk Lai

Asking All Beings for Help with Climate Change
Shodo Spring
Peace is Every Step  
*Sister Thuan Nghiem*

Offering Tea, Drinking Tea  
*Sofia Li*

Understanding Buddhist Women of Hong Kong  
*Sudanee Taekul*

The Precious Earth Healer: Buddhism, Women, and Environment  
*Sze Man (Natalie) Ng*

The Benefits of Meditation  
*Tenzin Palmo*

Cognitively-Based Compassion Training  
*Teresa I. (Teri) Sivilli*

Zen Practice at Perfect Enlightenment Monastery  
*Thich Nu Vien The*

Integrating Yoga and Zen  
*Vicky Wong Lai Ting*